Jeweltailor Ltd.

Jeweltailor is a member of eBay's VeRO program.

Jeweltailor and Jeweltailor Ltd are the only official registered owners of the Jeweltailor trademark and as such will strictly enforce its intellectual property rights, including its trademarks, description and images against unauthorized users.

All images and content appearing on Jeweltailor's website found at www.Jeweltailor.com are protected by copyright and are not available for use without the express written permission of Jeweltailor.

Please note the extracting of information from other sales platforms that Jeweltailor may operate on, is also strictly prohibited without the expressed, written consent of Jeweltailor.

Jeweltailor take breaches of the above policy seriously and regularly monitor the internet in order to ensure that their rights are not being infringed.

For the avoidance of doubt sellers should refrain from featuring Jeweltailor products until they have clarified whether they have the explicit rights to do so. Failure to adhere to the above policy will result in formal reports being made with potential further legal action.

Frequently Asked Questions Relating To VeRO and Jeweltailor

**Q: My ebay auction featuring Jeweltailor products was terminated, why?**

**A:** If your auction has been terminated, it is highly likely that your listing included unauthorized use of some or all of jeweltailor’s images, copy, descriptions and brand name.

**Q: What should I do if a supplier provides me with Jeweltailor listings?**

**A:** It is the sellers responsibility to ensure that all listing featured under their shop/user name are authorized for use. If in doubt, a prospective seller should contact Jeweltailor directly to ascertain the status of any such listings.

**Q: Can I use any images from jeweltailor.com, or Google searches relating to Jeweltailor products, in an auction or on my website?**

**A:** No. Any unauthorized reproduction, display or distribution of Jeweltailor’s copyrighted images is illegal and could result in legal action, even if the images are subsequently removed.